SEVENTY YEARS OF EVIL
Soviet Crimes from Lenin to Gorbachev
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3 e v e n t y years ago this November, Vladimir Lenin created the modem totalitarian state, transforming simpler
forms of tyranny into history’s most sophisticated apparatus of rule by terror.
During previous centuries, kings, despots, religious crusaders, and conquistadors committed unspeakable crimes
against man and God, but never before 1917 were fear and
mass murder elevated to a theoretical science. With the
Bolshevik Revolution, complete and utter lawlessnessthe ideology of inevitable class warfare-was wedded to
the institution of the absolute state, resulting in the liquidation of entire nations and classes of people.
The Leninist technology of social control-a ruthlessly
organized secret police; mastery of propaganda; the destruction of independent churches, trade unions, political
parties, and other social institutions; and the repeated use
of merciless mass terror to obliterate perceived resistance-eventually became the model for Nazi Germany.
And it is this technology that continues to guide the Soviet
leadership to this day.
Gorbachev’s Soviet Union is less bloody than Lenin’s
and Stalin’s, but in almost every respect his nation is still
the house that Lenin built. The Communist Party exercises
dictatorial power in the name of a proletariat that has no
voice in choosing it. KGB networks of informers keep
control in every neighborhood and workplace; no Soviet
citizen gets a job or apartment he wants unless he toes the
party line. It is a crime to teach religion to children, to hire
employees privately, or to publicly call on Soviet authorities to comply with human rights treaties they have signed.
In Ethiopia and Afghanistan, Communist governments are
following Lenin’s and Stalin’s man-made famine tactics
with Gorbachev’s blessing and massive military aid. And
the Soviet Union continues to work tirelessly in pursuit of
Lenin’s ultimate stated goal-world domination.
Today the sun does not set on the Soviet empire. With
client states in Africa, Asia, Europe, and the Americas, the
Soviets have been able to expand their iron fist over millions through the combined use of military might and
deception-two fundamental aspects of Leninism.
The evils of the Soviet empire over the past seven decades have been well documented in works such as Utopia
in Power by Aleksandr Nekrich and Mikhail Heller, The
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Great Terror by Robert Conquest, Nikolai Tolstoy’s
Stalin’s Secret War, Hugh Thomas’s Armed Truce on the
outbreak of the cold war, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s three
volumes of Gulag Archipelago, and human rights reports
by Amnesty International, Helsinki Watch, and Freedom
House. The following catalogue of evil relies heavily on
these sources.
No chronology of Soviet atrocities can convey the
crushing of the human spirit by Lenin and his successors.
But the retelling of 70 years of grisly facts leaves little
doubt that what we face today in Soviet Communism is,
indeed, an evil empire.
November 7,1917-Over eight months after Russian czar
overthrown by other left-wing revolutionaries, Bolshevik
Party seizes power from new parliamentary regime. Setting
pattern for future Communist takeovers elsewhere, Bolsheviks triumph through ruthless terror and internal discipline over larger but naive and disunited center/left-wing
parties. In their power grab, the Bolsheviks are greatly
influenced by Lenin’s 1901 writing: “We have never rejected terror in principle, nor can we do so.’’
November 7,1917-Lenin decrees: “All land. . . shall be
confiscated without compensation and become the property of the whole people.”
November 8,1917-Pravda writes, “We are taking power
alone, relying on the country’s voice and counting on the
friendly support of the European proletariat. But having
taken power, we will punish with an iron hand the enemies
of the revolution and the saboteurs.. . . ”
December 20, 1917-To eliminate opposition, Lenin
forms a secret police much more ruthless than the czarist
Okhrana: the Cheka, now known as the KGB. Its first
leader, Felix Dzerzhinsky, remarks: “We don’t need justice
at this point. We are engaged today in hand-to-hand combat, to the death, to the end! I propose, I demand, the
organization of revolutionary annihilation against all active
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counterrevolutionaries.” One of Moscow’s most important public squares is now named after Dzerzhinsky.
January 4, 1918-Lenin outlaws Russian Constitutional
Democratic Party [Cadets], labeling as “enemies of the
people” this anti-Czar party committed to liberal democracy and trade union rights. Two of the party’s leaders are
then murdered in a hospital.
January 5,1918-Red Guard guns down workers carrying
flag of opposition Russian Social Democratic Labor party
as they march toward Tauride Palace in Petrograd.
January 5, 1918-Democracy lasts less than 24 hours, as
Bolshevik militia, under Lenin’s orders, closes the Constituent Assembly on same day it convenes. Assembly had
been elected in only free elections in Soviet history. Bolsheviks won only 24 percent of the seats, while Social
Revolutionaries took 40.4 percent.
January 13,1918-A decree denies churches all property
and legal rights, in effect outlawing their existence. Soon
after, religious marriage is abolished and the family is declared obsolete. Family is criticized for preventing women
from doing work useful to the state and declared irrelevant, since state will gradually take over childrearing. Zlata
Lilina, director of public education in Petrograd, calls for
“nationalization” of all children and their removal from
the oppressive influences of their families, because children “like wax, are highly impressionable” and “good, true
Communists” can be made out of them.
June 11, 1918-In face of failing economy, Lenin announces there are “two ways to fight hunger, a capitalist
one and a socialist one. The first consists of free trade.
. . . Our path is that of grain monopoly.” To accomplish
this goal, the Cheka and Lenin’s “poor peasant committees” begin seizing all agricultural land and setting up roadblocks to close black market. Food is rationed.
July 1918-Soviet constitution strips rights from all
lishenets [disenfranchised persons], including tradesmen,
religious officials, former police collaborators, members of
imperial household, and “persons who hire labor with the
aim of extracting a profit.” Five million Russians fall into
this category and are stripped of all educational, political,
and ration rights.
July 1918-Cheka crushes peasant uprising in Yaroslavl,
executing 57 people on spot. An investigating commission
then orders execution of 350 more “ringleaders” of revolt.
City’s residents are bombed from the air, then presented
with ultimatum to leave city or be further subjected to “a
merciless hurricane of fire by heavy artillery, and also
chemical shells.”
July 16, 1918-Presidium of Urals Regional Soviet announces: “The wife and son of [former Czar] Nicholas
Romanov have been sent to a safe place.” In fact, the czar,
his wife, daughters, son, four doctors, a cook, and two
servants were all shot.

September 5, 1918-Soviet cabinet authorizes “Red Terror,” permitting Cheka to carry out “merciless mass terror”
in response to assassination of chairman of Petrograd
Cheka and attempted assassination of Lenin. At least 600
are massacred by Cheka forces. Lenin authorizes concentration camps for members of “bourgeoisie.”
September 30,1918-A new code on marriage and family
is adopted bringing Communist class philosophies into
schools, combining learning with labor. Desks, daily lessons, homework, textbooks, grades, and tests are all discarded in exchange for an educational system based on
Communist indoctrination. Its chief slogan is “We do not
need literacy without Communism.” Schools begin to censor, distort, and manipulate history, literature, and mathematics to serve goals of international Communism.
November 1918-Lenin replaces judicial system with
revolutionary tribunals that imprison people for not fulfilling “proletarian conscience and revolutionary duty.” “People’s commissars” roam streets shooting and arresting citizens suspected of not conforming to Bolshevik political
framework. Maxim Gorky quotes an ally of Lenin as saying, “For the good of the Russian people, it would be all
right to kill a million” opponents.
January 24, 1919-Organizational Bureau of Bolshevik
Central Committee announces that “in view of experience
with the Cossacks in civil war” the only policy is “to wage
the most ruthless possible war against all Cossack upper
elements, exterminating them to the last man.”
February 15, 8919-Lenin orders Cheka to take hostage
peasants from those localities where snow removal from
railroad tracks “was not proceeding satisfactorily,” and “if
snow removal did not take place they were to be shot.”
March 1919-Abandoning ruse of “people’s power,”
Lenin asserts “principle of personal authority, the moral
authority of one man whose decisions are accepted without lengthy discussions.”
March 1919-Bolshevik magazine Communist International reveals global goals of Communism in its first issue:
“Civil war has flared up throughout Europe. The victory of
Communism in Germany is absolutely inevitable. In a year
Europe will have forgotten about the fight for Communism, because all of Europe will be Communist. Then the
struggle for Communism in America will begin, and possibly in Asia and other continents.”
December 26, 1919-Lenin signs decree by Council of
People’s Commissars initiating grand campaign to combat
illiteracy while indoctrinating illiterate with Leninist ideals.
Refusal to participate in “literacy program” is made a
crime.
1920-In Left-Wing Communism, an lnfantile Disorder,
Lenin writes: “We must resort to all sorts of stratagems,
maneuvers, illegal methods, evasions and subterfuge.. . to
carry on Communist work.”
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1920-Soviets train Indian terrorists at Tashkent, and
Lenin orders them to conduct a terrorist bombing against
Britain.
August 1920-Second Congress of Comintern adopts “21
conditions” for any party wishing to join its ranks. They
include obligation to help Soviet Republic in its struggle
against counterrevolution, employing all means legal and
illegal to this end; obligation to fight against government of
one’s own country; and obligation to form an underground organization.
August 7, 1920-Lenin calls for revolution without frontiers in speech to French delegates at Second Congress of
the Cornintern: “Yes, Soviet troops are in Warsaw. Soon
Germany will be ours. We will reconquer Hungary. The
Balkans will rise against capitalism. Italy will tremble.
Bourgeois Europe is cracking at all its seams in this storm.”
September 1920-Lenin demands that independent Armenian government surrender to Soviets. However, before
deadline expires, Soviet Army invades Armenian territory,
forms a coalition government of Communists and nonCommunist nationalists, and declares all Soviet laws binding for Armenia. Non-Communists are later expelled from
the government and suppressed.
October 2, 1920-Lenin defines “Communist ethics” in
opposition to morality of “bourgeoisie, who declared that
ethics were God’s commandments. We.. .do not believe
in God.. . .We say that our morality is entirely subordinated to the interests of the class struggle of the proletariat.
. . . For the Communist, morality consists entirely of compact united discipline and conscious mass struggle against
the exploiters.”
November 26, 1920-Lenin lays groundwork for Soviet
foreign policy: “As long as capitalism and socialism exist,
we cannot live in peace; in the end, one or the other will
triumph-a funeral dirge will be sung over the Soviet republic or over world capitalism.” Predicting which system
he thinks will triumph, Lenin remarks: “AS soon as we are
strong enough to defeat capitalism as a whole, we shall
take it by the scruff of the neck.”
December 14,1920-Nikolai Bukharin, a member of Politburo, boasts that Bolsheviks had come to power “by
marching over corpses.” He adds: “Yes, we will produce
standardized intellectuals, produce them as though in a
factory.”
1921-In memorandum to Foreign Affairs Commissar
Grigory Chicherin, Lenin writes: “Telling the truth is a
bourgeois prejudice. Deception, on the other hand, is often
justified by the goal.”
t921-Soviet agricultural policies of forced labor, collectivization, and redistribution lead to mass famine killing
millions and, as described by Russian writer Mikhail
Osorgin, cannibalism: “People mainly ate members of their
own families as they died, feeding on the older children,

but not sparing newborn infants either, those who had
hardly had the chance to live, despite the fact that there
wasn’t much to them. People ate off to themselves, not
sitting together at a table, and no one talked about it.”
January 1921-Politburo passes resolution calling for
overthrow of independent Georgian government. As Soviet army crosses border, violating diplomatic and consular
agreement reached in 1920, Britain denies Georgia’s appeals for assistance. On March 18, Georgian government
surrenders and Soviets take control.
August 21,1921-United States, under auspices of American Relief Administration (ARA), starts sending famine
relief to USSR. In May 1922, Pruvda acknowledges that
ARA had fed over 7 million people. However, once famine
is conquered, Soviets maintain ARA was merely a vehicle
for United States to find “outlets for American goods” and
“engage in espionage and subversion and support counterrevolutionary elements.”
1922-To eliminate rival left-wing organizations, Lenin
arrests most Mensheviks and Social Revolutionaries not
already in prison. Martyn Latsis, a Cheka official, remarks:
“People of this sort are more than a mere hindrance to us.
That is why we remove them from our path, so they won’t
get under our feet.. . . We put them away in a secluded,
cozy place, in the Butyrki [prison], and we are going to
keep them there until the struggle between capital and
labor comes to an end.”
1922-Atheist publishing house begins operations along
with weekly newspaper of same name. By 1923, monthly
Soviet magazine, The Godless ut the Workplace, begins
publishing crude anti-Semitic cartoons later used by the
Nazis.
1922-Soviet Central Statistical Bureau concedes that over
five million died in man-made famine of 1921-22. Total
casualties of Bolshevik Revolution, including those killed
during civil war of 1918-1920: over 15 million dead, or 10
percent of Russian population.
1922-Maxim Corky articulates Leninist vision of breeding a “new Communist man” when he tells Berlin interviewer: “The half-savage, stupid, difficult people of the
Russian villages will die out. . . and their place will be
taken by a new tribe of the literate, the intelligent, the
vigorous.’’
February 26, 1922-Government decree orders that all
church valuables be confiscated, resulting in over 1,400
recorded bloody clashes between church people and government troops. Hearing of the resistance, Lenin orders
that as many “representatives of the reactionary bourgeoisie and reactionary clergy” as possible be arrested, placed
on public trial, and shot. During 1922, some 8,100 priests,
monks, and nuns are executed.
March 1,1922-Cheka is officially dissolved and its duties
transferred to State Political Administration, the GPU. One
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Wadimir Eenin:
Inventor of the modern totalitarian state

Felix Dzerzhinsky founded the Cheka, now the KGB.
Under Gorbachev, he’s still a hero.

of GPU’s first assignments is assassination of poets and
activities.
scholars accused of “c~unterrev~lutionary~’
Lenin urges that “the paragraph of terror must be formulated as widely as possible, since only revolutionary consciousness of justice can determine the conditions of its
application.” Like Nazi SS, GPU has self-purging mechanism to remove those who lose their sense of total commitment.

traditional marriages. Under new code, either husband or
wife can dissolve a marriage without informing spouse. A
postcard to registry office is all that is required. Mikhail
Koltsov writes in Pruvda: “A divorce now costs three
rubles. N o more formalities, no papers, no summons, not
even the need to inform in advance the persons you are
divorcing. Subscribing to a magazine is harder. . .. For
three rubles why not indulge yourself?”

October 1925-Politburo orders Mikhail Frunze, Commissar of War and political rival of Joseph Stalin, to undergo surgery for an ulcer. The surgery is unnecessary and
Frunze dies on operating table, first in pattern of mysterious deaths of Stalin’s political opponents.

May 1928-American, German, and Polish police uncover
Soviet counterfeiting operation in which millions of fake
hundred-dollar bills are deposited in Western banks.

November 28, 1925-Poet Sergei Esenin commits suicide
after his writings are censored and he is attacked by On
Guard, the equivalent of a literary Cheka.
May 6,1926-Soviet agents execute three officials of the
Commissariat of Finance “for speculation in gold, foreign
currency, and government bonds.”
1928-To build massive gold reserves, Stalin arrests thousands of citizens on trumped-up charges and sends them to
slave labor camps in the Kolyma gold mining region. Anyone suspected of concealing a gold watch or wedding ring
is tortured until gold is turned over.
1928-Still another new family and marriage code is
adopted with intention of revolutionizing and destroying
Fall 1987

May 18, 1928-Stalin’s use of public trials begins as 53
employees of the coal mines in Shakhty are accused of
sabotage and espionage; many sign confessions under torture, the only evidence used against them. By summer of
1928, Soviet media are hyping these “class” trials into major hate campaigns including one in which a 12-year-old
son asked that his father be shot.
1929-In “workers paradise,” workers are forced to labor
seven days a week in horrendous conditions. A GPU agent
reported workers’ complaints about factory canteens: “In
the so-called soup it is hard to find pieces of anything. It is
not soup, but vegetable water; there is no fat, and the meat
is not always washed sufficiently. . . .[In some cases] little
worms were found in the lunch.”
April 1929-Sixteenth Party Conference calls for major
purge of all party members who support opposition platform against Stalin.
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May 22, 1929-Amendment to the Soviet constitution“the law on religious cults”-officially declares propagation of religion a crime against the state. Children of priests
are forced to renounce their fathers to receive food rations
and educational benefits.
December 27, 1929-Stalin announces new offensive toward collectivization including “liquidation” of the more
enterprising peasants: “After a policy that consisted in limiting the exploitative tendencies of the kulaks, we have
switched to a policy of eliminating the kulaks as a class.”
April 14, 1930-Suicide
of futurist poet Vladimir
Mayakovksy, who in 1917proclaimed “long live art free of
politics,” symbolizes futility of his dream under Stalin.
August 1930-A group of bacteriologists is accused of
infecting horses with the plague, convicted at closed trial,
and sentenced to be shot.
September 1930-Forty-eight food industry officials are
accused of organizing Russian famine, convicted at closed
trial, and sentenced to be shot.
November 15, 1930-Pravda and Zzvestza publish Gorky’s article, “If the Enemy Does Not Surrender, He Must
Be Destroyed.”
December 13,1931-Stalin tells German writer Emil Ludwig: “Everyone knows that we Bolsheviks do not limit
ourselves to intimidation; we go much farther, to the point
of liquidating this bourgeois segment.’’
1932-Class war is carried into arts as magazine Worker
and Theater denounces composers who “master the creative method of Beethoven” instead of “the method of
dialectical materialism.”
1932-Stalin’s collectivization policy results in resistance
from the peasantry, leading to famine even more severe
than that of 1921-22. This time seven to eight million
starve to death, mostly in agriculturally rich Ukraine,
where Stalin uses starvation as weapon to break peasant
opposition. Western journalists, most prominently Walter
Duranty of New York Times, cooperate with Soviet
disinformation campaign denying famine’s existence.
1932-Stalin introduces South African-style internal passports to prevent workers from shifting residence or employment without permission.
May 15, 1932-A five-year anti-religion plan proclaims:
“By the first of May 1937 not a single house of prayer will
be needed any longer in any territory of the Soviet Union,
and the very notion of God will be expunged as a survival
of the Middle Ages and an instrument for holding down
the working masses.”
August 1932-New law enforces state ownership of all
land through “the supreme measure of social defense: execution by shooting, with confiscation of all property.”

November 21, 1933-Though Soviets assure President
Roosevelt that they will not disseminate Communist propaganda in the United States, Communist Party USA passes
platform announcing that “the Communist International
acting upon Russian territory and controlled by the Soviet
Union has. . . directed the Communist Party of the United
States and the Young Communist League of America to
use every available means to prepare for the forceful overthrow of our [the United States] Government, by propaganda and the organization of revolutionary trade unions,
leagues, committees, and groups, and for the substitution
in its place of a Soviet form of government to be affiliated
with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.”
1934-Stalin orders arrests and executions of historians,
microbiologists, agronomists, physiologists, aircraft designers, and other scholars. Professor s. Pisarev, for example, threatened with murder of his children, is forced to
sign denunciation of his friend Nikolai Vavilov, a prominent plant geneticist who is killed in 1940. Poet Osip
Mandelstam is arrested and later dies in prison camp.
1934-To complete the elimination of “kulak” class, Stalin ships hundreds of thousands in unheated boxcars to
remote parts of the Urals, Kazakhstan, and Siberia. Walter
Krivitsky, head of Soviet military intelligence in Western
Europe before his defection to West, described the scene:
“In the waiting area there were nearly 600 peasants-men,
women, and children-being driven from one camp to
another like cattle.. . . Many were lying down, almost naked, on the cold floor. Others were obviously dying of
typhoid fever. Hunger, torment, and despair were written
on every face.”
December 1,1934-Sergei Kirov, member of Politburo, is
murdered in Leningrad on Stalin’s orders.
March 1935-Stalin urges Nazi Germany to break Versailles Treaty when he tells Anthony Eden: “Sooner or
later the German people are bound to free themselves
from the chains of Versailles. . . . ”
April 8, 1935-Stalin introduces “law on children” holding children 12 years and older accountable for failure to
denounce “treason” by their parents. Nazis pass similar
law in 1944.
July 4,1936-Central Committee eliminates entire science
of “so-called pedology” because it is based on “pseudoscientific, anti-Marxist assumptions.” This paves way for
future elimination of genetics, sociology, psychoanalysis,
cybernetics, and other academic disciplines. Academy of
Sciences passes resolution declaring: “We will resolve all
problems that arise before us with the only scientific
method, the method of Marx, Engels, Lenin, and Stalin.”
August 19-24,1936-1n first of four Moscow purge trials,
Grigory Zinoviev, Sergei Kamenev, and 14 “accomplices”
are sentenced to death in the “trial of sixteen.” In following two-and-a-half years, Stalin purges 850,000 party members, one-third of entire party, and kills more than three
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Without the Stalin-Hitler Pact, Nazi Germany coaM never have started World War Ih.
million Soviet citizens. Endless trials are held, both private
and public, charging hundreds of thousands with imaginary crimes and frequently sentencing them to death.
November 25,1936-Stalin remarks: “The landlord class
. . . the capitalist class. . .the kulak class. . .and the merchants and profiteers in the sphere of trade have all ceased
to exist. Thus all the exploiting class have now been liquidated.”
1937-Stalin holds magnificent banquet in Kremlin to celebrate theft by Soviet agents of entire Spanish gold reserve,
which was secretly shipped to Moscow.
1937-Quotas are set for arbitrary arrests of individuals
labeled “enemies of the people.” Vladimir Petrov, an employee in cryptography division of Soviet secret police in
Moscow, recalls texts sent to regional and district secret
police urging extermination of “10,000 enemies of the
people.”
January 23-30, 1937-Second public purge trial in Moscow tries Yuri Pyatakov, and 16 others in “trial of seventeen”; 13 are executed.
May 1937-Stalin intensifies mass purges within Red
Army, eliminating nearly half the regimental commanders,
nearly all brigade commanders, and all commanders of
army corps and military districts, as well as military coun-

cils and heads of political directorates in military districts.
Defectors testify that Stalin openly welcomes assistance of
Hider’s Gestapo in carrying out purges. Stalin authorizes
execution of tens of thousands and manipulates “confessions” of victims to implicate others he wants tortured and
executed.
June 13,1937-Commissariat of Defense arrests top military advisors, including Marshal Mikhail Tukhachevsky,
on trumped-up charges, and orders that they all be shot in
third Stalin purge.
9938--In Eleven Years in Soviet Prison Camps, Elinor
Lipper describes Vladivostok transit camp in 1938, where
prisoners are gathered before being sent to brutal Kolyma
gold field for slave labor: “The camp infirmary was so
crowded with the sick, who lay on every cot and along all
the floors of the wards and corridors, that any kind of care
was impossible. Some of the women from our barrack
were called in to act as nurses. Their chief occupation was
counting the dead who had escaped the misery of the gold
mines which awaited the others. In silence we stared
through the barbed wire at the hearses which drove out the
camp every night. Piled high with naked bodies, the load
tied on with cord and covered with canvas, the trucks
drove out, carrying the victims to eternal freedom.”
March 1938-111 fourth public purge trial in Moscowthe “trial of twenty-one”-Aleksei Rykov, Nikolai Bukha-
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rin, Cristian Rakovsky, Genrikh Yagoda, and 17 other
Communist leaders face charges. Eighteen are executed.
1939-Western researchers conservatively estimate that
Stalin has jailed eight million as of 1939; those jailed in
1937 and 1938 begin to die as a result of harsh concentration camp conditions. Robert Conquest, a scholar of the
Stalin age and Soviet prison camps, whose figures are
“based on conservative assumptions at every point,” has
arrived at total death toll in the Kolyma prison camp alone
of three million. Using the same cautious principle, he
estimates 12 million died throughout gulag system.
March 10, 1939-At Eighteenth Party Congress, Stalin
connects “democracy,” Soviet-style, to mass terror: “In
1937 Tukhachevsky, Yakir, Uborevich, and other fiends
were sentenced to be shot. After that, the elections to the
Supreme Soviet of the USSR were held. In these elections,
98.6 percent of the total vote was cast for the Soviet government. At the beginning of 1938 Rosengolts, Rykov,
Bukharin, and other monsters were sentenced to be shot.
After that, the elections to the supreme soviets of the
union republics were held. In these elections 99.4 percent
of the total vote was cast for the Soviet government.”
April 17,1939-Soviet ambassador in Berlin tells German
Foreign Ministry he sees no obstacles to improvement in
Nazi-Soviet relations.
May 3, 1939-In a move applauded in Berlin, the Soviets
dismiss Foreign Minister Maxim Litvinov, a Jew and frequent target of Nazi propaganda, and replace him with
Vyacheslav Molotov.
August 23, 1939-Soviets sign nonaggression pact with
Nazi Germany, paving way for Hitler’s and Stalin’s invasion of Poland and allowing Germany to attack Britain and
France without fear of an eastern front. Stalin-Hitler treaty
violates earlier nonaggression treaty Stalin signed with
France, promising that in event of aggressive war against
France by a third nation, Soviet Union would not “give aid
or assistance, either directly or indirectly, to the aggressor.”
September 1, 1939-One week after Stalin-Hitler pact,
and as a direct result of its signing, Nazis invade Poland,
officially commencing World War 11.
September 17, 1939-Soviets invade Poland, violating
Treaty of Riga between Warsaw and Moscow. Soviets
then sign secret agreement with Nazis establishing Soviet
and Nazi spheres of influence. Each nation agrees to inform other about “Polish agitation,” guaranteeing mutual
cooperation in the extermination of Polish resistance. Molotov goes on to denounce British and French: “It is not
only absurd, it is criminal to wage a war to ‘smash Hitlerism,’ under the false slogan of a war for democracy.”
Soviets begin sending nearly half a million Poles to slave
labor camps in Siberia and Urals.
October 1939-Soviets propose that Nazis build naval
base just northwest of Murmansk for use in German attack

on Norway. Commander-in-chief of Nazi navy, Admiral
Raeder, thanks Soviet government for its help, and Soviets
reply they were pleased to be of assistance.
November 1-2,1939-Soviets annex western Ukraine and
western Byelorusia from Poland. To combat Ukrainian
resistance, Soviets begin mass deportations to Siberia, relocations of entire villages to eastern Ukraine, and political
indoctrination of citizens; they also shoot some 10,000
suspected opponents.
November 30,1939-Soviets begin aggression against Finland, violating Treaty of Dorpat. As pretext, Stalin orders
military command in Leningrad to shell Soviet village of
Mainila, then blames it on Finns. Soviet press responds
with calls for retaliation and Soviet divisions roll across the
Finnish border. As a result, Soviets are expelled from
League of Nations.
December 25, 1939-In reply to birthday greetings from
Hitler, Stalin cables the Nazi dictator: “The friendship of
the peoples of Germany and the Soviet Union, cemented
by blood, has every reason to be lasting and firm.”
February 10,1940-Soviets sign second major trade agreement with Nazis, sending substantial quantities of raw
materials crucial to Nazi military buildup.
April 8-11,1940-Soviets murder 15,000 Polish officers in
Katyn Forest, near Smolensk, in first of many efforts to
destroy Poland’s nationalist and non-Communist leadership. Over 4,500 buried corpses are later found, many with
bullet holes in back of head. At Potsdam in 1945, Truman
asks Stalin what happened to officers, and Stalin replies,
“They went away.”
June 1940-Molotov conveys warmest congratulations to
German ambassador in Moscow on Nazis’ “brilliant successes” in defeat of France.
June 1940-Soviets invade and occupy the sovereign countries of Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia, violating nonaggression treaties signed with each nation. Each nation is subsequently incorporated into Soviet empire. Cultural and
political elite of each nation is killed by Soviets; thousands
are deported to Siberia.
June 26, 1940-Worker absenteeism and tardiness are
made criminal offenses and changes of employment are
disallowed without express permission of management.
June 27,1940-With their invasion of Romania, the Soviets violate both Kellogg-Briand Pact and Pact of Paris for
sixth time in less than a year. Previous invasions include
Poland, Finland, Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia.
June 28, 1940-Soviets capture Bessarabia and annex
Northern Bukovina from Romania, violating Pact of Paris
and the nonaggression treaty of 1933.
August 20, 1940-Soviet

agent in Mexico assassinates
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Leon Trotsky, driving an ice ax through back of his head.
Kremlin awards assassin title of “Hero of the Soviet
Union” and Prauda hails action.
November 12,1940-h!olotov
arrives in Berlin to discuss
Soviet-Nazi relations. German minutes reveal that Molotov receives plan for division of world between Germany,
Soviet Union, Fascist Italy, and Japan. Twelve days later,
Soviets send Hitler letter agreeing to plan with certain
territorial qualifications.
8941-Slave

labor force in Soviet Union tops 6.5 million.

June 21,1941-General Semen Timoshenko warns commanders of border regions of imminent Nazi attack, but
continues Soviet policy of alignment with Nazi interests,
remarking: “The task of our troops is to resist any provocation which could lead to major complications.”
August 1941-Soviets abolish autonomous republics of
Volga Germans, deporting its inhabitants to north and
east. The German settlers, who came to region two centuries earlier, are accused without evidence of collaborating
with Nazis. This action paves the way for later Soviet
deportation of over one million civilians of autonomous
Northern Caucasus regions. In most cases, they are shipped
in cattlecars to “special settlements” in Siberia and Urals
where tens of thousands die of starvation and disease.
November 1941-Soviet government rejects offer from
International Red Cross to exchange lists of Nazi and Soviet prisoners, guaranteeing execution of millions of Russian soldiers. .
April 8, 1942-Soviets imprison American bomber crew
from B-52 that participated in “Doolittle’s Raid” on Japan,
and then made a crash landing in Vladivostok.
November 1943-Soviets dissolve Karachai Autonomous
Region and deport Karachais to eastern parts of USSR. In
coming months, Kalmyk, Chechen-Ingush, and Crimean
Tatar Republics are all dissolved and their inhabitants sent
to east, where they have been forced to remain to this
day-a Soviet version of South African apartheid.
August 1944-During uprising against Nazis by residents
of Warsaw, Soviet army enters eastern suburbs of Polish
capital, but stops its advance there, standing idle as Germans massacre the Polish resistance. Soviets subsequently
take over Nazi concentration camps in Poland, using many
of them, such as Maidanak, to jail members of the Polish
Home Army.

August 31,1944-After King Michael is pressured by Soviets to oust Romanian dictator Antonescou, Soviet tanks
roll into Bucharest and Soviets install their own cronies.
Occupying Soviet army and new Romanian dictator later
turn the nation into Soviet satellite, in violation of Yalta
agreement.
§eptember 9, 1944-With

Soviet support, veterans of

The §oviets murdered over 15,000 Polish o6cers
inn Katyn Forest.
Comintern come to power in Bulgaria, executing over
2,000 in first six months alone.
October 2, 8944-Violating a defense alliance agreement
with Britain, Soviets deny Britain and United States the use
of shuttle bases in Ukraine to drop supplies for Polish
Home Army fighting Nazis. Refusal paves way for slaughter of 200,000 non-Communist resistance fighters.
1945-Soviets murder or send to labor camp most of 3
million prisoners of war returned from Germany by British
and Americans.
IFebrunlnrg 8945-British Special Operations Executive report describes Soviet army in Poland as “plundering the
population in an alarming manner. . .stripping the people
of provisions, taking watches and valuables, and raping
women.”
arch 1945-Soviet military authorities lure chiefs of Polish resistance into believing Soviets want to negotiate. As
16 resistance leaders arrive for “negotiations,” they are
arrested, taken to Moscow, and tried. All but one are
sentenced to Soviet prison camps.
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April 1945-Soviets capture and imprison Raoul
Wallenberg, an official in Swedish embassy in Budapest
responsible for saving over 20,000 Jews from Nazis.
April 1945-Red Army rolls into Austria. Over 87,000
women are raped by Soviet soldiers within first three
weeks while other Austrians are kidnaped for forced labor
in Soviet Union. Soviets confiscate household goods including furniture, watches, clothing, and silverware.
April 11,1945-Soviet secret police arrest entire hierarchy
of Catholic church, plus hundreds of clergy and lay leaders. Out of 3,600 priests and monks, only 216 remain.
June 29, 1945-In violation of a friendship agreement
signed between two countries, Czechoslovakia is forced to
cede Carpatho-Ukraine to Soviets.
August 9,1945-Six days before surrender of Japan, Soviets invade Japanese-controlled Manchuria, confiscating
food and other stockpiles, removing machinery and equipment, and seizing $3 billion worth of gold stocks and half
billion yuan from Manchurian banks.
November 1945-Soviet troops in Iran refuse to depart,
and support short-lived Communist revolts in northern
regions of Azerbaijan and Kurdistan. Revolts later crumble
because of U.S. support for Iran.
November 1945-Stalin masses Soviet troops along Bulgarian-Turkish border, demanding territorial concessions
from Turkey that would guarantee Soviet access to Mediterranean.
promising free and open elections in Poland
at Tehran and Yalta conferences, Stalin sets up provisional
government that never holds the promised elections and
turns Poland into a Soviet satellite.
1946-After

February 9,1946-In speech before Supreme Soviet, Stalin
takes all credit for victory in World War I1 and suggests the
war was “an inevitable result of the development of world
economic and political forces on the basis of modem monopoly capitalism.”
June 14,1946-Violating nonaggression pact between Soviet Union and Afghanistan, Soviets force Afghanistan to
cede territory of Kushka.
1947-Famine again sweeps Ukraine and most of European Russia as Kremlin demands that farmers reach unrealistic production quotas. Thousands die of starvation, but
Stalin rejects a request by Ukrainians that they be allowed
to retain some of their produce to feed their population.
January 13, 1948-Chairman of Jewish Antifascist Committee, Solomon Mikhoels, is assassinated by Soviet secret
police agents. After killing, agents arrange for truck to run
over his corpse to make assassination look like an accident.
Two weeks later, an anti-Semitic campaign is initiated in
culture and science under auspices of combating “rootless

cosmopolitanism.” By 1952, almost all members of Jewish
Antifascist Committee are executed.
February 25, 1948-Soviets interfere in Czechoslovakia,
supporting overthrow of democratically elected President
Edvard Benes and takeover by Soviet puppet Klement
Gottwald. As Red Army masses along Czech border,
Gottwald demands and receives resignation of all nonCommunists in cabinet, threatening to “eliminate” several
hundred politicians if they do not step down. Two days
later, Benes is forced into exile; Foreign Minister Jan Masaryk falls to death from a window in a “suicide.”
July 2, 1948-In violation of agreements with United
States, Britain, and France, Soviets blockade West Berlin
for almost one year, attempting to force city under Soviet
control. Truman orders airlift to save city.
August 1948-Stalin’s favorite agrobiologist Trofim Lysenko calls for a debate with his opponents on topic of
heredity in the origin of species. Not knowing that Lysenko had just succeeded in convincing Central Committee
to deny existence of genes and theory of heredity, the
scientists are forced to recant their views.
1950-In Czechoslovakia, secret police instructed by Soviet advisors begin mass arrests of priests and parish workers for “deception.” By 1951, 6,174 monks and nuns are
imprisoned. Meanwhile, Czechoslovakia carries out its
own Stalinist purge, executing 278 senior party officials.
1950-Prisoners

are mass executed in camps of Gulag.

June 25, 1950-North Korea invades South Korea with
encouragement and significant economic and military support from Soviet Union.
August 15, 1950-British government reports to U.N.
Economic and Social Council that 10 million Russians are
currently performing forced labor.
1951-In effort to destroy Uniate church, a denomination
affiliated with Roman Catholicism, Soviets assassinate
Bishop Romsha of Transcarpathia.
January 1951-At

a Kremlin conference for leaders of

socialist countries, Stalin argues that time is right for an

offensive against capitalist Europe. Following this speech,
military spending in eastern Europe increases dramatically,
as high as 40 percent in some nations.
1952-Stalin launches his second great purge, but this time
includes Eastern bloc. Trials are held for Communist leaders considered too independent or guided by “Titoism.” In
Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia, accused are tortured, then
executed or sentenced to long prison terms. Stalin also
steps up domestic anti-Semitic activities.
August 12,1952-A dozen leading Jewish intellectuals are
executed, including Yiddish novelist David Bergelson and
Yiddish poets Itzik Feffer and Peretz Markish.
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The limits of “de-Stalinization”: Khrushchev and Andropov crush Hungarian freedom fighters in 1956.
January 13, 1953-Ranking officials of the Ministry of
State Security torture Kremlin’s Jewish doctors until they
confess to a plot to murder Soviet leaders through improper medical treatment. One doctor, Y.G. Etinger, dies
under interrogation. The rest are scheduled for execution,
saved only by Stalin’s death.
June 17, 1953-Soviet tanks roll over protesting workers
in East Berlin, killing 500. While protests are spontaneous,
calling for lower production quotas and lower prices combined with a reunification of Germany and free elections,
Soviets portray their own actions as crushing of fascist
rebellion.
February 1954-Nikolai Khoklov, Soviet secret police
agent, defects to West revealing Soviet plan to assassinate
Georgi Sergeevich Okolovich, head of a Russian emigre
organization in Germany.

1956--A student group called Freedom of Speech is
founded in Siberia; all its members are arrested within the
year.
February 24,1956-At Twentieth Party Congress, Nikita
Khrushchev vows to carry on Stalin’s legacy of terror,
remarking: “The questioning of Stalin’s terror, in turn, may
lead to the questioning of terror in general. But Bolshevism
believes in the use of terror. Lenin held that no one was
worthy of the name Communist who did not believe in
terror. . . . ”
June 28,1956-A demonstration of Polish workers calling
for “Bread” and “Soviet Troops out of Poland” is met with
Soviet tanks. Tanks are not removed until Wladyslaw Gomulka, the Polish leader, assures Soviet leaders he will
cultivate friendly relations with Soviet Union.

June 26, 1954-On orders of Moscow, 3,000 soldiers
armed in tanks crush a revolt of political and other prisoners at Kengir and Dzhezkazgan prison camps.

July 1956-With Soviet support, Egypt’s Colonel Nasser
seizes Suez Canal from British and French. Further Soviet
offensive military weapons and advisors arrive in Egypt for
Nasser, leading directly to armed confrontation with Israel
in 1967 and again in 1973.

July 7,1955-In violation of agreement signed in Geneva
guaranteeing independence of Indochina nations and
prohibiting introduction of foreign troops and armaments
in region, Soviets ship weapons to Communist Viet Minh
forces in South Vietnam.

October 23,1956-Khrushchev sends 3,000 Soviet tanks
to crush democratic uprising in Hungary. To camouflage
Soviet military preparations, Soviet ambassador to Hungary, Yuri Andropov, invites Hungarian Defense Minister
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Pal Maleter to dinner, presumably to discuss removal of
Soviet troops; however, during dinner Soviet secret police
storm in, arrest Maleter, and drag him away to be shot.
After two weeks of brave struggle by Hungarian resistance,
unaided by the West, Soviets finally crush freedom fighters, overthrow nationalist leader Imre Nagy, and begin
mass executions and deportations. Soviet action violates
1948 Soviet-Hungarian alliance treaty, 1955 Warsaw Pact,
and United Nations Charter.
November 22, 1956-Upon leaving Yugoslav embassy in
Budapest on Soviet promise of safe passage, former Hungarian leader Nagy is kidnaped by Soviet officers, deported
to Romania, and murdered.

1957-Soviet agents in West Germany assassinate Lev
Rebet, a leader of Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists.
1957-Khrushchev launches campaign against so-called
parasites. While campaign is initially intended to combat
“speculators, alcoholics, and hooligans,” it quickly turns
into a campaign to terrorize those in unregulated professions such as writers and poets. Many are arrested and sent
to live in remote regions of Soviet Union.
October 23,1958-At urging of party, Soviet writers union
calls for deportation of Boris Pasternak, winner of Nobel
Literature Prize for Doctor Zhivago, a novel published
initially in Italy about persecution of the intelligentsia after
the Bolshevik Revolution. Pasternak is forced to write a
letter of apology to Pravda. Later Pasternak writes a poem
about his persecution: “I am caught like a beast at bay.
Somewhere are people, freedom, light, but all I hear is the
baying of the pack. There is no way out for me.” He dies
two years later.

1959-Soviet agents in West Germany assassinate Stepan
Bandera, leader of Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists.
His KGB assassin, Bohdan Stashinsky, later defects to
West: “I did not want to go on being used on murder
assignments. I wanted to warn all those who live in danger
of being liquidated. . . to take precautions.”
July 6, 1960-Khrushchev proclaims his desire for global
conquest: “In the short time I have to live, I would like to
see the day when the Communist flag flies over the world.”

October 1962-American U-2 plane discovers that, contrary to repeated assurances from Moscow, Soviets have
deployed surface-to-surface missiles in Cuba. Missiles have
a range of 1,000 miles and are capable of killing 80 million
Americans. Attorney General Robert Kennedy says Khrushchev’s words “had all been lies, one gigantic fabric of
lies.”

1964-The Ukrainian Academy of Sciences begins circulating anti-Semitic book titled Judaism Without Embellishment. Many illustrations are reprinted from Nazi periodical Der Stunner. This is followed by racist propaganda
offensive against Israel and Zionism.
May 24,1964-KGB sets library of Ukrainian Academy of
Sciences aflame, destroying cultural treasures that they feel
spur Ukrainian nationalism.
October 1964-Neo-Stalinists assert influence, purging
Khrushchev from his position as General Secretary. While
Khrushchev’s reign was fully in Leninist legacy of totalitarianism and expansionism, his removal ends hopes of any
“de-Stalinization.”

1965-Massive arrests are initiated in Ukraine, targeting
the younger intelligentsia.
February 1966-Writers Andrei Sinyavsky and Yuli Daniel
are placed on show trial and sentenced to seven and five
years in jail for writings critical of Soviet state.

1967-For his role in founding the samizdat magazine
Phoenix, Aleksandr Ginzburg is arrested and sentenced to
labor camp.
May 22, 1967-An independent poetry recital in Kiev is
met with force as Soviet police arrest participants. When
area residents protest the jailing, they are removed from
their jobs.

1968-Regarding role of Soviet nuclear arsenals in global
conquest, Soviet Colonel B. A. Byely writes in MarxismLeninism on War and Army: “On the Communist side,
nuclear war will be lawful and just . . . the natural right and
sacred duty of progressive mankind to destroy imperialism.”

August 15, 1961-Soviets erect Berlin wall, dividing free
Berlin from its enslaved Eastern half. The wall eventually
contains trip wires and electronic gear that open fire on
anyone attempting to cross to other side.

March-April 1968-Members of All-Russia Social Christian Union for the Liberation of the People, an underground group critical of totalitarian characteristics of Soviet state, are arrested and sentenced to harsh Vladimir
prison.

September 1961-Khrushchev violates his commitment to
comply with the 1958 moratorium on nuclear testing, exploding dozens of tests including a 58 megaton bomb, the
largest nuclear explosion ever conducted.

April 21, 1968-A gathering of Crimean Tatars in
Chirchik is dispersed by police and troops.

June 1, 1962-Soviet police shoot directly into crowds
that are protesting higher meat and butter prices and lower
wages in Novocherkassk. Several hundred villagers are
killed.
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August 21,1968-Soviet and Warsaw Pact troops invade
Czechoslovakia, capturing its leaders and crushing “Prague
Spring,” Alexander Dubcek’s experiment in “socialism
with a human face.” Russians protesting invasion are arrested and sentenced to long terms in prison. Pravdu de-
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Petr Grigorenko: Five years in psychiatric hospital for
defending rights of Crimean Tatars
fends invasion as a Soviet obligation in “class struggle.”
Article later becomes basis for Brezhnev Doctrine, maintaining that once a nation enters Soviet bloc, it will not be
permitted to leave.
May 1969-Petr Grigorenko, a World War I1 hero critical
of Soviet treatment of Crimean Tatars, is arrested and sent
to psychiatric hospital where he is confined for five years
and given large injections intended to cure him of “reformism.”
1970-A group of Jews is arrested at the Leningrad airport
and erroneously accused of tying to hijack an airplane in
order to leave the country. Two of accused receive death
sentences while the other nine receive long sentences in
prison camps. The severe sentences generate global indignation, forcing Soviets to spare lives of the two.
March 30,1971-At Twenty-fourth Party Congress, Leonid Brezhnev reiterates Leninist vision of world domination: “Total victory for the socialist cause in the entire
world is inevitable. And we will not spare efforts to achieve
that triumph.”
January 11-15, 197%-Massive searches and arrests are
initiated in Moscow in effort to stop underground publication of Chronicle of Current Events.
May 14,1972-A 20-year-old Lithuanian worker, Romas
Kalenta, kills himself to protest Soviet persecution of Lithuanian Catholic church. Four days later, an anti-Soviet
protest at Kalenta’s wake draws thousands, but is bloodily
crushed by Soviet troops.
January 27,1973-After Paris Peace Accord is signed with
North Vietnam promising Vietnamese cease-fire and reFall 1987
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Anatoly §hcharansky: Eight years in prison and labor
camp for advocating emigration and oiher human rights

moval of foreign troops from South Vietnam, 145,000
North Vietnamese Army [NVA] troops refuse departure
and 70,000 more are sent from North to destabilize the
South. North Vietnam, urged on by Soviets, illegally funnels Soviet tanks, artillery, and other materiel to its army in
the South and shoots down aircraft of international observers.
February 12, 1974-Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn is arrested
and expelled from Soviet Union after his extraordinary
recounting of Soviet prison life, Gulag Archipelago, is published in Paris.
November 1975-Soviets send Cuban surrogates to Angola to help Communist MPLA seize power and prevent
free elections promised by Alvor Agreement between Portugal, MPLA, and anti-Communist independence movements headed by Holden Roberto and Jonas Savimbi.
February 1977-A year and a half after signing Helsinki
agreement, Soviets arrest members of Helsinki Watch
group that monitors Soviet compliance with human rights
provisions.
February 3,1977-In bloody coup supported by Moscow,
Communist dictator Colonel Mengistu Haile Mariam
seizes power. By 1978, Mengistu launches his own “Red
Terror,” killing an estimated 10,000. In 1980s, as Stalinist
tactics of “villagization” and forced resettlement lead to
massive famine, Soviets send $4 billion in arms to Ethiopia
between 1977 and 1985. Food aid has to come from
United States.
March 6, 1977-Yosyp Terelia, Catholic lay leader in the
Ukraine, describes government persecution against Catholics, writing on a scrap of cloth to Pope Paul VI: “Our
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priests groan in labor camps and psychiatric wards.. . . I
live in a country in which it is a crime to be a Christian.
Never before have the faithful of the Church of Christ
been exposed to such persecutions as today.”
March 14, 1977-Four Syrian terrorists arrested in 1975
by Dutch police admit, under questioning, that they were
trained in weaponry, explosives, and propaganda in Soviet
Union.
M a r c h 15, 1977-Prominent dissident Anatoly
Shcharansky is arrested by Soviet secret police, charged
with treason and anti-Soviet agitation, and later sentenced
to prison and labor camps until his highly publicized release in 1986.
August 28, 1977-In Honolulu, World Psychiatric Congress condemns Soviets for abusing psychiatry for political
purposes. Two years earlier, CBS News reports that some
7,000 lobotomies were performed on Soviet citizens to
cure patients of “wrong political belief.”
February 1978-Vladimir Klebanov, organizer of union of
Soviet workers demanding the right of free speech, is arrested and sent to psychiatric hospital. Before incarceration, workers write open letter to “world opinion”: “We
believe we number in the tens of thousands, the hundreds
of thousands.. . . We are the numerous army of the Soviet
unemployed, thrown out of our jobs for demanding our
right to lodge a complaint, the right to criticize, and the
right to speak freely.”
May 18, 1978-For his role in founding a Soviet-based
Helsinki Watch Group, Yuri Orlov is sentenced to seven
years in prison camp and five years in internal exile.
August 26, 1978-KGB assassinates Vladimir Kostov,
prominent Bulgarian defector, in Paris. Two weeks later,
Soviets assassinate another Bulgarian defector, Georgi
Markov, in London.
June 1979-A disaster at an illegal Soviet bacteriological
weapons factory in Sverdlovsk kills hundreds and seriously
injures thousands. Soviets refuse to allow grieving relatives
to view the mutilated bodies of victims, which are sealed in
coffins.
December 24, 1979-Soviet troops invade Afghanistan,
assassinate President Amin and his family, and commence
an occupation in which over one million civilians are massacred by Soviet forces and five million are driven into
exile.

February 1981-Soviets and Vietnamese sign Labor Cooperation Treaty paving way for tens of thousands of Vietnamese to be sent to Soviet Union for slave labor in Siberia
in exchange for a reduction in Vietnam’s $5 billion debt
with Soviets.
May 13, 1981-A drug-runner in employ of Bulgaria,
Mehmet Ali Agca, shoots Pope John Paul I1 in Rome.
Subsequent investigation reveals probable involvement of
Bulgarian government, presumably with acquiescence of
KGB.
September 13, 1981-In Kampuchean village, water samples reveal high levels of tricothecene mycotoxins, providing further credence to allegations that Soviets have provided illegal chemical weapons for use on populace. Strong
evidence, including hundreds of pages of refugee testimony, also reveals that chemical warfare is being waged in
Afghanistan and against the anti-Communist Hmong tribes
in Laos. Soviets deny an impartial U.N. investigating commission access to sites of chemical attacks. As of February
1982, State Department documents over 100 chemical attacks in Laos, 28 in Kampuchea, and over 50 in Afghanistan. In Laos, the attacks are carried out by Laotian air
force, directly under control of Soviets.
October 14,1981-Akhtar Mohammed Paktiawal, former
secretary of the Afghan National Commission for
UNESCO, reports that following Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, 20,000 Afghans were buried alive by Soviet
troops.
December 13, 1981-Under threat of Soviet invasion,
General Wojciech Jaruzelski declares martial law in Poland, arrests tens of thousands, and suppresses 10-millionstrong Solidarity movement.
1983-As Soviets carry out depopulation and scorched
earth tactics in Afghanistan, number of Afghan refugees
forced to abandon their homeland reaches four million,
one-fourth of the entire population. The Soviets kidnap
10,000 Afghan youths, sending them to Soviet Union for
indoctrination in Leninist tactics.
February 2,1983-After extensive hearings of the Senate
Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism, the committee’s
chairman, Senator Jeremiah Denton, concludes: “The
hearings.. .documented extensive involvement and complicity by the Soviet Union and its surrogates in a worldwide network of terrorism.. . . ”

January 1980-After condemning Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, Andrei Sakharov is exiled to Corky, where he is
tortured and denied medical care.

February 9,1983-State Department’s Report to Congress
on Forced Labor in the USSR reports that four million
Soviets are performing forced labor in 1,100 camps. Percentage of Soviet population in prison is over six times
higher than in United States.

1981-Kremlin intensifies efforts to sovietize Caribbean
and Latin America. Grenada, led by Leninist strongman
Maurice Bishop, enters into secret military agreements
with Soviet Union, Cuba, and North Korea.

March 1983-Soviet police arrest 28-year-old poet Irina
Ratushinskaya for publishing poems in foreign journals.
She is sentenced to seven years in strict prison camp and
five years of internal exile.
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September 1, 1983-Soviet fighter jets down a Korean
airliner flying from New York to Seoul over Sakhalin Island, killing 269 innocent passengers and crew members.
Soviets later interfere with international efforts to find
survivors and retrieve bodies from passenger plane. Soviet
leaders refuse to pay compensation to victims’ families and
say they will shoot down any other planes that enter their
airspace.
November 1,1983-In Jamaica, four Soviet diplomats, all
identified as KGB operatives, are expelled after revelation
of their plot to kidnap children of a protocol officer at
Jamaican Foreign Ministry, confront officer in public
place, and stage a robbery during which officer would be
murdered.
1984-Helsinki Watch report describes slaughter of Afghan population at hands of Soviet forces: “From throughout the country come tales of death on every scale, from
thousands of civilians buried in the rubble left by fleets of
bombers to a young boy’s throat being dispassionately slit
by a Soviet soldier.”

September 1986-After new Helsinki monitoring group in
Latvia appeals to Mikhail Gorbachev for democratic reform, three of its members are arrested.
October 1986-Felix Ermacora, a jurist from Austria,
states in a United Nations report that Soviet troops in
Afghanistan are carrying out “indiscriminate bombing and
the continued use of anti-personnel mines, including
booby-trap toys, still [causing] many casualties among the
civilian population.”
December 1986-After nine years in Soviet prison and
labor camps for co-founding the 1975 Moscow Helsinki
Group to monitor human rights, Anatoly Marchenko, dies
in Christopol Prison. His expost, M y Testimony, reveals
how starvation and torture tactics pervade Soviet gulags.

March 24,1985-Major Arthur Nicholson, a member of
the U.S. military liaison group based in Potsdam, East Germany, is shot to death by Soviet troops. As Nicholson’s
bullet-ridden body lay on ground, Soviets let him bleed to
death, refusing to allow medical treatment for over an
hour.

March 1987-A presidential report on Soviet compliance
with arms control agreements reveals the Soviets have violated every major arms control agreement they have
signed. The ABM treaty is violated by the Soviet Krasnoyarsk radar; the SALT I treaty by the use of SS-7 sites; the
SALT I1 agreement by Soviet testing and deployment of SS25 ICBMs, strategic nuclear delivery systems, encryption of
ballistic missile telemetry, a n d concealment of
missile/launcher association; the Limited Test Ban Treaty
by Soviet underground nuclear test venting; and the
Threshold Test Ban Treaty by Soviet nuclear testing above
the 150 kiloton limit.

March 30,1985-Washington Post reports that over past
week Soviet troops burned more than a dozen remote
villages in Afghanistan, killing most of their inhabitants.

April 3, 1987-Agence France-Presse reports that 30,000
Vietnamese laborers have been sent to Soviet Union in
exchange for economic aid to Hanoi.

June 13, 1985-To provide legal framework for psychiatric torture, Presidium of USSR Supreme Soviet decrees
that compulsory medical treatment could be applied to any
person discovered suffering from “psychiatric problems,”
even without a judge’s order. A Freedom House report of
known political prisoners in the Soviet Union given at the
1985 Helsinki follow-up conference in Ottawa reports that
one in five Soviet political prisoners are sentenced to psychiatric hospitals.

May 8, 1987-In first four months of 1987 alone, U.S.
Senator Gordon Humphrey reveals that Soviet and Afghan
aircraft have carried out 350 air attacks against civilians in
Pakistani border villages, “killing hundreds and wounding
more than 1,000.’’

November 1, 1985-Soviet forces in Afghanistan shell
mosque in Herat, killing over 20 Afghans.
August 30,1986-Nicholas Daniloff, Moscow correspondent for U.S. News and World Report, is arrested, charged
with espionage, and thrown in Moscow’s Lefortovo Prison
in direct response to New York arrest of Soviet spy
Gennadi Zakharov.

June 1987-In violation of Helsinki Agreement, Soviets
redirect their jamming of foreign radio broadcasts from
BBC and Voice of America to Radio Free Europe and
Radio Liberty, which provide East Europeans and Soviet
citizens news about their own countries. Soviets spend
more on jamming American broadcasts than U.S. does in
producing them.
August 23, 1987-The chief of Soviet customs control,
V.N. Bazovskiy, brags in Prauda that in 1986 alone
“430,000 copies of ideologically harmful materials” were
seized from incoming visitors.
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THECOUPTHATFAILED
An Insider’s Account of the Iran/Contra Hearings

DENNIS
TETI
I n 1877, a unanimous Congress passed a joint resolution
requesting the Secretary of State to send a letter thanking
two governments that had congratulated Congress on the
centennial of America’s independence. President Grant,
ending his second term under a cloud of scandal, agreed
with the sentiments in the resolution, but vetoed it on the
grounds that the legislative branch had no authority over
correspondence with foreign powers. The vetoed bill was
returned to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee where
it was never heard of again. Even during the age of congressional government, as Woodrow Wilson later described
the second half of the 19th century, no one challenged the
supremacy given by the Constitution to the president in the
conduct of foreign affairs.
In the past 15 years, Congress has aggressively sought to
wrest away the president’s control. The War Powers Act,
the Clark Amendment, the refusal to provide funds for
various overseas initiatives, myriad restrictions on defense
expenditures that direct the president’s position in arms
control talks, and the Boland Amendment in its various
forms, have all been intended to restrict the ability of the
executive branch to conduct the foreign affairs of this
country.
The Iran/Contra committees and their joint hearings
represented the pinnacle of that effort. The hearings were
clearly calculated to criminalize executive foreign policies
carried out without the support or knowledge of Congress.
If the committees succeed in their ultimate objective, the
revolution in the relations between Congress and the presidency in foreign policy will be legitimized, with profound
implications for the future of our national security.

Visions of Watergate
When the Iran arms sale and Contra diversion stories
first broke in November 1986, there was little doubt in
Washington that another impeachment-style scandal was
in the making. Both houses of Congress launched investigations and created separate committees.
The Senate committee’s staff was officially nonpartisan.
Chief Counsel Arthur Liman had a reputation as an effective defense lawyer whose high-powered clients included
Robert Vesco, John Zaccaro, and Carl Icahn. Assistant
Counsel Paul Barbadoro had worked on Warren

Rudman’s legal staff when the senator was New Hampshire’s attorney general. The House staff, though, was separated along partisan lines; the chief counsel was John
Nields, whose reputation was earned on the Ethics Committee’s Koreagate investigation. The ranking Republican,
Congressman Dick Cheney, chose a member of his subcommittee’s legal staff, George Van Cleve, as chief minority counsel.
Eventually the two committees agreed to conduct their
hearings jointly, but the differences in staff organization
meant that they could not be completely merged. It is
remarkable that the staffs worked together as well as they
did, conducting joint interviews and depositions and sharing the fruits of their investigatory work.
The parallel investigation by the independent counsel,
Lawrence Walsh, did create problems, though. Walsh’s
purpose was to determine whether criminal prosecutions
should be pursued. The committees’ purpose, in response
to a political crisis, was to examine the “process” of foreign policy formulation and to publicize the facts. This
created conflicts between the committees’ need for expedition and the special prosecutor’s need for secrecy and
time-consuming thoroughness.
Inevitably the conflicts arose. The independent counsel
blocked the committees’ access to certain Department of
Justice documents. He claimed the privilege of reviewing
the committees’ materials but would not, or legally could
not, reciprocate. Moreover, Walsh pressured the committees to delay granting “use immunity” to Oliver North,
John Poindexter, and others. His confidence in the case
against North could not have been high when he asked the
committees in June-six months into his investigationnot to grant immunity to North at all. But to close the
hearings without the key figure’s testimony would have
discredited the congressional examination, and Walsh was
turned down.
The combined staffs, numbering over 100, were the
engine of the investigation. They reviewed some 250,000
~~
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DENNIS
TETIwas an associate staff member of the select
committee investigating the IranlContra events. Opinions expressed in this article are the sole responsibility of
the author.
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